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Bývalý koordinátor Covid-19 Jeff Zients (56) zemřel z neznámých

příčin ve středu ráno ve vazebním bloku Camp Delta na

Guantánamu, uvedly tamní zdroje Real Raw News.

Jak bylo uvedeno dříve, vyšetřovatelé JAG minulý týden zadrželi

Zientse poblíž jeho luxusního sídla na předměstí Washingtonu DC a

předložili mu vojenský zatykač, který obvinil Deep Stater z velezrady
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a vraždy za propagaci vakcín, o kterých věděl, že jsou potenciálně

smrtící.

Podle memoranda JAG vydaného dnes odpoledne stráže roty

bezpečnostních sil námořní pěchoty vstoupily do Zientsovy cely v

6:15, když nereagoval na probuzení. Zients údajně ležel nehybně na

své posteli. Strážníci zjistili, že jeho obličej a ruce zmodraly, a

přivolali záchrannou službu.

ZZS dorazila o několik minut později a pokusila se Zientse

resuscitovat, ale neúspěšně. V 6:45 byl prohlášen za mrtvého

Zdroje řekly Real Raw News, že Zients se předchozí večer zdál být

zdravý; měl jen jednu známou nemoc, zvýšený krevní tlak, na který

bral léky. EMS spočítal zbývající pilulky v lahvičce na předpis, aby se

ujistil, že užíval léky tak, jak bylo předepsáno, a zdálo se, že ano.

Ačkoli zaměstnanci GITMO nenašli žádné důkazy o sebevraždě nebo

známky špatného hraní, bude provedena pitva, aby se určila příčina

smrti, uvedly zdroje.

Zients nebyl žádný vzorný vězeň; často propadal vzteku a křičel

oplzlosti na zaměstnance, prohlašoval, že byl nezákonně uvězněn.

"Křičel, dokud by mu nedošel vzduch," řekl jeden zdroj RRN.

"Nedržel hladovku nebo něco podobného." Jen protestoval proti své

situaci. Ale nikdy nevypadal nemocně."

Zients je druhým vězněm, který zemřel ve vazbě za poslední dva

roky. V září 2021 byl bývalý prezident William Jefferson Clinton

nalezen ve své cele, jak nereaguje, obličejem dolů v louži zvratků .

Jeho smrt byla později označena za vraždu otrávením, i když travič

nebyl nikdy nalezen, navzdory důkladnému vyšetřování JAG.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři

https://realrawnews.com/2021/09/bill-clinton-death-ruled-a-homicide-death-by-poison/
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knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuju. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Navštíveno 26 922 krát, dnes 3 424 návštěv)

Did he take the death shot? Or was he helped out?Either way, it saves

on the cost of hanging him!

Last edited 9 hours ago by Grace

How did Cheney die ! Eye glasses with a needle that was laced with

poison! So, I guess there was more than two! CIA deep state always

finds a way to keep them from ratting on them ! Or another deep

stater a loss ! But, more room for more trials an a extra prison cell !

For another satanic follower whose already made their free choice to

hell ! It’s cold ! But, their choice before they went to Gitmo !

My Companion mother makes 50 bucks an hour on the PC(Personal

Computer). She has been out of w0rk for quite some time however

last month her check was 11,500 bucks only w0rking on the

PC(Personal Computer) for 9 hours per day.

 
For more detail visit this site.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 58 minutes ago by Delavic

Grace, we don’t have to pay for the executions. They are free when it

comes to military tribunals. You’re welcome. Sincerely, A Navy

Veteran

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Grace, We don’t have to pay for the execution. They are free of charge

because they are part of the military tribunals. You’re welcome.

Sincerely, A Navy Veteran

That’s funny. Prisons do not allow prisoners to have medication on

them for obvious reasons. The medic usually dispense those

medications to the inmates each time. How can Gitmo be allowing

inmates bottles of pills? He needs to get his stories straight.

We can either believe that the military doesn’t have high tech

technology! Or we can believe the facts that we have great technology

that isn’t being used! If what we are reading is true! The question is

why? Maybe, so they will lose the war an loss of life! Hopefully, that’s

not the case ! But, what other conclusions can you come to ! If there

not using what could save lives an win the war ! Kinda, makes me

wonder about why the military was forcing death an sterilization

shots! Just doesn’t make sense being the military is in control after

being given the authority over every branch of the government from

the president! My guess the Bilderburg group is running the show !

With the CIA an Multi Trillion dollar drug Cartels caring out their

orders for the One world government Satan believers one world

religion Chrislam!

The US Military has been partitioned as this was acknowledged by

Gen, Berger. So the other part of the US Military could have killed

Zients with EMF Weapons causing a heart attack or it could have

been the CIA as they have access to the same weapon systems. Or

Zients could have just kacked due to high stress and having high

blood pressure. Either way FUCK’EM , on to the next lowlife

Just curious, can we see from satellites what or who goes into the

back of a semi as cargo! Do we have thermal imaging technology? Do

we have weapon an explosive detection equipment? Do we have the

ability to scan frequency from ear devices, radio , phones, an other

electronic devices? Do we have listening technology for sounds ? Do

we have flash bang devices? Do we have microwave and air
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technology for crowd control to disarm or eliminate a threat? Do we

have Robots to blast doors ? Do we have basic intel through many

advanced technologies? THEN WHY WOULD WE HAVE MILITARY

PERSONNEL INJURED! IF ANY OF THIS IS TRUE ? Think about it

all then tell me to believe something not wrong with all of this !

Because, it doesn’t add up for me ! Unless, it’s set up for a loss of life

an war objective! From the Bilderburg Group, CIA, Mult- Trillion

dollar Drug Cartels all for the one world Government an it’s one

world religion Chrislam!

LOL…. or maybe he got one of those “I can’t believe it’s not saline”

injections in front of a camera.

Too bad.

Could have possibly helped JAG with information that he was sitting

on.

 
Anyway, bigger net needed and tossed at Congress.

If what Is reported on other sites could be considered true! Then

,they have technology to receive stored memory from the brain! With

either through the super collider with slices of frozen brain

tissue,with computer technology ! And apparently if you energize the

brain you can download last memory an other stored thoughts !

Sounds crazy an bizarre! But, that’s what they are claiming! The

brains a wild thing ! Especially, how a thought is created with

chemical ,an basically outer cortex an brain all working together !

Kinda, like a smart phone or computer works ! But, a lot more

sophisticated !

You are talking about RNM, Remote Neural Monitoring? This

technology exists and has for quite some time, over at least 2

decades, that I know of , but I have no knowledge of it being used

after someone or a subject has deceased. I would say it’ it could be

plausible.
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I was afraid of this. It sounds like the Deep State has finally perfected

their pinpoint assassination satellite. Allegedly it can point at very

precise coordinates and blast a nigh-undetectable beam of

concentrated 5G energy, fatally poisoning the target in a matter of

hours (assuming they don’t move from that spot.) Prisoners confined

to small cells are easy targets obviously, but I think soon we may be

seeing a sudden surge of Deep State enemies and compromised allies

“dying in their sleep”. I certainly pray Trump has invested in some

heavy-duty 5G shielding for Mar-a-lago.

Sounds like my pin-point prayer weapon.

I call out to my God Yahweh to avenge me of all my enemies who

hate me and try to kill me worhout cause, he pin points your wicked

ass and BLAM, you’re floating down to hell.

Imho, he has way better than the 5G shielding you mentioned; he has

the armor of God protecting him. It does not get any better than that.

How else can we explain him still standing after the countless

attempts on his life. God is good all the time and All the time God is

good. Can I get a witness?

Something you may find interesting what they can do with satellite

dishes ! Is not only can they created a storms ! But, they can guide

them to a location ! Amazing fact is they even have a patient for that

technology! An if true they can do a lot more with the super collider

an satellites from multiple locations even heat up water currents an

fault lines for earth quakes ! Check for yourself ! They, love

tampering with nature! Why do you think they use the Air Force to

spray over areas for cloud coverage ! An other chemical reasons for

toxicity of the brain! That’s, great for the brainwashing experience all

to control us ! Think about it !

Are you referring to Full Spectrum Dominance? There are numerous

patients and technologies that perform similar tasks and objectives.

There is a book written by Elena Freeland, ” Geoengineered
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Transhumanism, How the Environment has been Weaponized by

Chemtrails ,Electromagnetics and Nanotechnology for Synthetic

Biology”, this is a GREAT READ, gives the reader loads of

information and source material on the technologies you are talking

about. I believe this was her most recent book, as this was prefaced

by two other books , all three of these are just fantastic for

individuals that need to know about such matters. Really everyone

should be aware and know some of this information, although some

will have difficulty comprehending or accepting the reality that these

technologies ,weapons exist, there is some very heinous shit out there

that is being used on HUMANITY, WORLD WIDE. Take Carew

Probably full his stop key is broken and his exclamation key always

presses a space before it.

Very interesting idea. I hadn’t thought of that but certainly possible. I

don’t mean to sound naive but would such a beam of energy be able

to penetrate Gitmo? Oh, well. I’d like to know what comes out of the

autopsy though. From what I’ve read of Zients, he sounded like a

person who was totally focused on himself and his career and just

didn’t connect with anyone except on a very superficial level and only

with the purpose furthering his career and situation. Typical

sociopath. Glad he’s gone.

Many of these weapons and technology leave no trace, this is what

makes there use so heinous.

This NO touch torture and kill was being done before 5G microwave

capabilities via satellite , although 5G possibly makes the technology

much more capable , no doubt.

Yes. Isn’t this how they killed Dr. Noack? The German scientist who

discovered that the jabs had graphene hydroxide in them that acted

like millions of tiny razor blades. He was killed mysteriously in his

own home shortly after he released his video. It’s an energy weapon

completely undetectable and leaves no trace in the aftermath.
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Fallen angel hybrid offspring have Rh- blood is copper based not iron

based. So when vaccinated blood it is blasted with 5g it does not clot

up the way iron based would. It is the jews (Babylonian Radhinites vs

goyim) (Just like Henry Kissinger said it would be)

Have you ever pull up Berkeley University remote assassins

technology all with human brain waves frequency! It’s kinda like a tv,

radio, smartphone technology! But, for a human being to control

them through brainwashing them ! They was paid through the CIA

for that technology! An if you look at the movies theaters , tv, listen

to radio shows , now days they are obviously using it for control of

society! Crazy shows to get you to drink, get tattooed all up , believe

that demons are a normal thing! Plus , to believe family an religious

believe are supposedly bad ! All while they make you believe Satan

worshipping through physic, sorcery, witchcraft, is okay an the new

normal! Just sit back an realize what happen during Covid ! With

churches that was told to close! But, the casinos, an bars , Walmart ,

hardware stores , was open ? Then the fear of something that was

probably just the flu /pneumonia on steroids through panic attacks

an mask that was hard on the lungs ! Then forced to take a

experimental sterilization, death, clot shot for population control all

while the people who created the supposedly virus an Covid shots

didn’t have to take their own poison shots! Think about it all ! CIA

been real busy for the Bilderburg Group one world Government!

With the Mult Trillion dollar drug Cartel help ! We have been played

as fools to do nothing an it’s apparently worked ! Just look at the new

immigrates coming every day all for a future communist , socialist

minded future vote ! An for the money laundering from free

government grant business! So, the Multi Trillion dollar drug Cartels

can get bigger! Everyone should of waken up a long time ago! God

help us, because Satan won’t! Sad !( John 3:16, Lord’s Prayer, read

an keep the Ten Commandments, an revelation end times ! All

important things to read for our only hope an prayer now ! )

Last edited 4 hours ago by Mikee
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It reads like we won’t have to waste time on a Tribunal for the no

good Nick

 
Good riddance to him

Were going to need some bigger prisons if we are charging people

with pushing deadly vaccines. Every doctor in the country is guilty in

my opinion.

I agree 100% Volunteer. If we are to continue as a civilization, every

single “medical professional” – doctor or nurse needs to be evaluated

as to how they dealt with the issue of pushing vaccines. If they just

followed orders and did what they were told despite evidence that the

shots were/are killing people, they MUST be put on the wall and

dispatched. This includes my sister who endorses the shot that killed

our brother. If nobody is held accountable, we are done as a society.

I watched the movie “Nuremberg” yesterday with Alec Baldwin. Just

following orders doesn’t get it.

Nazi Eric Preibke killed 335 Italian civilians during WW2 because he

was following orders, too. “An order is an order,” he said. He got

away with it for 50 years until because 60 Minutes’s Ed Bradley and

ABC News’s Sam Donaldson got him to confess to it. He got finally

locked up.

Yep any body I a profession of trust that enriched themselves in this

RICO scam.

 
Need to be evaluated as to their involvement. My eye doctor drilled

me on taking the jab I told him that’s my decision and I told him

there was not enough evidence covid was that dangerous. And the

data on adverse reactions of the vax. So I don’t go to him anymore.

I too had an eye appt. a couple months ago for a exam. I asked if they

still required a mask, and they said yes, I immediately said to cancel

the appointment, “Im not playing that game anymore, its

ridiculous!”!
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Sorry about your brother. That’s hell to have someone endorse

something that kills a family member and still doesn’t care about the

evidence or the consequences after burying them. Saw on social

media a woman so happy to get vaxxed and then a week later she is

undergoing cancer treatment like it’s no big deal.

 
I’m like, EXCCUSE ME!?! YOU GET THE WORST DISEASE IN THE

WORLD AFTER GETING JABBED FOR A DISEASE THAT’S NOT

EVEN DANGEROUS TO THE HUMAN BODY, AND YOU ARE

HAPPYILY TAKING CHEMO AND RADIATION FOR AN

ENTIRELY PREVENTABLE CANCER THAT THE SHOT BROUGHT

ON?

 
These Luciferians have been created soft-tissue cancers since the

1960s as part of their depopulation plan and never stopped.

 
Like the mothers who show off and virtue-signal on Facebook and

Twitter vaxxing their kids even when the kids are screaming and

crying because they know something is wrong with the shot but the

mothers force them into it anyway, and when he kids die, they say,

“oh, well, we don’t know why this happens, but there’s a reason for

it.”

 
BOLLOCKS!!

 
I tried to tell a fellow sister in Christ who signed up for the clotshot,

and signed up her daughter and her 93-year-old mother for it; they

took the shot and now the woman got Covid; and I fear for that

sweet, daffy 93-year-old getting cancer or worse, because the

clotshots are exactly that — clot worms– and worse. But she and her

daughter are in the medical field and you can’t tell them anything,

because they know better, and they had the nerve to tell me my

research I offered them was wrong because they trust the FDA and

CDC completely.

 
BOLLOCKS!! She could have cross-checked it or something but she

chose not to.

 
In California, doctors will no longer be allowed to share a different
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opinion without losing their licenses. this is how hard-assed the

Satanists are trying to kill us all and stop the good doctors from

doing their jobs.

And ramp up the security at GITMO and JAG to make sure nobody is

inclined to take out the traitor before the traitor is tried. Remember a

panel member was removed after getting too chummy with WJC

when his tribunal began, and that caused a disruption in the

proceedings before he was convicted? Then WJC was offed after

eating his chicken dinner while spending life in prison? Something is

fishy here. IMO that’s still obstruction of justice, military or civilian.

NO , these fucks should be EXECUTED, no need to house these

assholes. THEY ARE ENEMY COMBATANTS , MOST ALL OF

THEM SHOULD BE EXECUTED

We still need the trials and the testimony for evidence, it can lead to

other arrests and and more punishments, which is exactly what we

are fighting for to take this country back from these traitors. THEY

TOTALLY UNDERSTIMATED WE THE PEOPLE.

Maybe he had a hidden poison pill in his belongings. But they

probably search all of that when they come in including a body

search.

 
When he was apprehended he said oh shit, like he knew his time was

up. I bet they are all afraid of when that day comes.

Some kind of cyanide in his glasses. Can’t remember how that

worked though; inj. vs pill, etc.

After Rummy offed himself during his tribunal, surely JAC made

sure nobody had any poison pills on his person, even in his mouth.

Zienst’s death sounds very much like Heinrich Himmler chomping

on a cyanide pill in his mouth after he was arrested by the British and

would rather die than give up the Nazi High Command secrets for

Nuremberg. Zienst must have had some VERY deadly secrets to keep

like Rummy did. I’m thinking Schwab was part of this somehow.
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..Xena..it was Marshal Hermann Goering..who took KCN(cyanide) …

he get it by US..guard person….

That was after 12 Nazi High Command muckedy-mucks were

sentenced to death by hanging and other muckedy mucks got prison

sentences and Schlacht got acquitted. Fat boy Goering wanted a

firing squad and he was refused. I’m talking about Heinrich

Himmler, creator of the Gestapo and sperm contributor to the

Lebensborn program, who was arrested by the British before the

Nuremberg trials even started.

Scwab got arrested after the white hats tricked him to come to

Biden’s drunken bash for the rich and stupid, a few weeks back. The

white hats told him to first go to the posh Waldorf DC hotel and a

security detail would drive him to Biden’s bash, but drove him

elsewhere to a holding facility, to which he is being held under tight

security and I don’t know if Gitmo has him or what other white hat

facility has him….TS, that means tuff situation….

Yeah, someone showed a picture of him in a nice hotel in DC, must

have been the Waldorf….. I hope they have him. It’s a damn shame

they aren’t snagging Zelensky and handing him over to Russia with a

bow on his head.

I wonder if Rochelle Walensky has shown up somewhere. If she’s still

in hiding, then she knows her time is drawing near. The clock is

ticking loudly in her ear. She didn’t show up for her dinner with

Bancel and now he’s not answering his phone or texts….

Perhaps this was another one of those “unexpected death” related to

the death jab (in a different way…).

Nope. The big kahunas took placebos so they wouldn’t get sick Even

Pelosi didn’t take the clotshot but took $63,000,000.00 in bribes

from the US Treasury to lock us all down and clotshot us all.
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And now she’ll pay the price. I’m curious to know how far she thinks

she’s going to get griping at God for her execution instead of Trump.

There will be fireworks out of her mouth as much as there were when

she yelled and screeched at Paulie for spilling beans on her.

Something is afoot. Maybe he was a victim of his own medicine?

Surely he wouldn’t be THAT stupid!

Didn’t Rumsfeld, also, die in prison? I believe they said he died from

taking something. Could someone be killing these monsters before

they can go to the gallows? Zients was going to die anyway so one

less monster to hang.

LOL nobody dies from seeing an ugly witch get wet. It’s actually

funny to watch. “I’m melting!!”

Yeah, you are right; they should have lowered him slowly into a

woodchipper, feet first.

“Zients is the second prisoner to have died in custody in the last two

years. In September 2021, former President William Jefferson

Clinton was found unresponsive in his cell, face down in a puddle of

vomit. His death was later ruled a homicide by poisoning, even

though the poisoner was never found, despite a thorough JAG

investigation.”

IF SOMEONE DIDN’T GET TO HIM, THAT MEANS HE HAD AN

UNDIAGNOSED

 
PROBLEM AT THE TIME OF HIS ARREST. ATHE AUTOPSY

SHOULD SHOW SOMETHIJNG

Excellent work, Michael. Please keep us posted.

Oh That sucks… I wanted to know the nitty gritty… Oh well More

time for other tribunals…

 
NEXT!!!!

 
Um, Michael, Who is next on the agenda?????
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You might learn more from the spy inside your ranks as you would

from any of those he’d kill. With repeated instructions you have

repeated chains of effect traceable to a cause. Facts are the effects of

causes. So, catch him because he’s worth ten of them. This points to

Mr. Big.

A possibility but going by what MB gave is I say “Blood Pressure”

 
He worked himself up on purpose to top out his BP /heart. = suicide

by hi BP.

Good things come to those that wait. Da devil is happy today. He

gonna have a permanent guest for Christmas and all da days that

follow, but no presents for Christmas because this guy was an evil

doer just like his father the devil. One good thing he got from GITMO

is they cured his high blood pressure. His blood pressure hasn’t been

this low since who knows when. Maybe he died because he was so

upset over what he had done and got caught. Another dirtbag bites

the dust. Here he wanted to go to 6 flags for Christmas or was it that

he wanted 6 fags for Christmas. I’m a feelings kind of guy but won’t

shed a tear for this murderer. OK Zients, on your head, coffee break

is over.

If he was killed, like Bill Clinton, I worry about Gitmo personnel. To

be able to get through that fortress, are our soldiers safe?

The GITMO vigilante strikes again in protest against some of these

lighter sentences. He covers his tracks well. I doubt they’ll find him.

I’m personally aware of the pitfalls of hypertension. Before I got on

meds, mine was damn near 170/100.

I know someone who has bouts of 220 bpm for 45 min. 3 times a

month. It’s electrical.

Do or did your hands ( palms ) get sweaty?
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No, I never had any physical symptoms. In fact, I didn’t even know I

had gone to the dentist for a tooth extraction. They took my BP

before the pull and it was like 172/100. They didn’t even want to do

the extraction until my BP was lower, but I insisted. After that I saw a

GP and got on meds. It’s still above normal, 130/80, but lot better

than 170-180

I think that I remember part of the story that you just told?

Normally’ when I go to the doctor I’m at least 140/90 – stressful just

talking with him – because he knows – that I’m maxed out on

anything he can do — next month is the nephrologist specialist just

to go over things for 45 minutes. I want you to read that sentence

again. I was promised a 45 minute office exan and consult.

Unheard of in Santa Monica….

Don’t let the flies ~ get in the way ~ of your windshield. Keep the

pedal to the metal – but keep your emotions in check.

human nature allows people to obsess over things that are totally out

of their control from the beginning. I hate that.

oliver w.

Good to hear it’s somewhat under control. My husband is still on

low-dose Lisinopril, but we’re hoping that one will be tapered off &

gone here soon as well. We switched to a meat based way of eating, &

the other 4 meds he was on for BP/heart rate/GERD are now

unnecessary. The processed food, carbs, & plants- believe it or not-

were messing w/every system in his body. Now he gets steak, bacon,

eggs, & homemade ice cream every night~ life is good. His labs are

perfect, he’s down 60 lbs & never felt better. Healthy husband, happy

wife~ to say the least.

OWW! That extraction much have hurt!! No root canals or LANAP

laser treatments to save it?
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As I wrote here –Blood Pressure .

He worked himself up on purpose to top out his BP /heart. = suicide

by hi BP.

This time stinky pants I agree. The tremendous stress of being

captive probably caused an arrhythmia plus he was at the perfect age.

Maybe trying fresh garlic can help lower it. Chop it up and fry it,

make bagna cauda, or put a few chopped cloves in salads, soups or

pasta (including pasta aglia e olio).

 
For natural penicillin: Peel about 5 heads of garlic by smashing the

individual cloves with the flat of the knife and slip off the husks. Put

the cloves in a spill-proof sealable container, fill with extra-virgin

olive oil and refrigerate. After 48 hours, you should have natural

penicillin ready anytime. Use it any way you prefer. If you choose to

chew it raw, the taste may be very strong, but it will kill the sickness.

 
For mouth infections/inflammations: chop up 6 cloves, put the into a

mug and fill with boiling water. Add a few cloves (the black stuff) if

desired. Cover the mug with a saucer to let it steep for a few minutes,

drink it slowly. Bacteria hate garlic.

Xena

Hypertension is inherently incurable. You’re running like a formula 1

– 12 cylinder engine 3000 rpm – 10,500 rpm walking about 10 miles

a week. 15 is better. 20 was a year ago. 3.5 miles X 7 days. I am very

aware when BP rises. Clonidine above 175 systolic works really well.

It’s probably been a year since I needed that medication.

Autopsy + = death

Both of us probably used Kwell Shampoo..

The worst antibiotic for you body is Bactrim. Rots your teeth out.

Maybe he isn’t dead. Maybe he is such a high-value target of the

Deep State that he had to be “murdered” to protect his life until he

spills the beans on the other Deep State scum.
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Died of Covid … Got too keep those numbers up for the Center er for

Dieze control… I Hope they grab that Ukraine guy why he’s here…

Update on the Dixon Illinois Public Library debauchery the board

Rule in Favor of keeping that book in the Children section of the

Library. In my opinion their trying too groom these Kids .and these

boards are too afraid too speak out against it… Looking the other way

is how we are in this Crap. I suggest people looking in too their own

local Library and see what kinda crap these chis groomers are doing

to our kids .. Deter is the Guy in charge at the Library. I’m hoping

that him and the board Members be investigated on this bull shit

Anyway God bless us all amen. When you see or hear something

please speak up. Be the better change for the world and Universe

Amen… Sincerely Dave Smith aka Harry Hyde aka other not to be

named… Where We Go One we go All.

Interesting town , Dixon IL. lots of strange shit has gone on in Dixon.

The Comptroller having embezzled over 53 Million Dollars, she took

a guilty plea in 2012 and was given a 19 years 7 month sentence, she

was to serve at least 85 percent of her sentence, she could possibly be

released in Oct, of 2029, But alas she was released after serving

ONLY 8.5 tears of her sentence, she was released in 2021, this was

done with no announcement by the court, yeah. HOW ABOUT THAT

SHIT! I think only about 10 to 15 million dollars was recovered of the

50 MILLION DOLLARS EMBEZZLED, some money was put up by

insurance but I am no sure of how much. There is lots of this

embezzlement , misappropriation and out-right rip -offs of public

revenue, taxpayer dollars , Federal grants and funds, etc,. that has

been going on in Illinois , Chicago , Cook County and numerous

other counties and municipalities for over 2 decades, YES, I learned

and…..discovered this heinous shit in early 2012 when I discovered

lots of other heinous criminal corruption that had been going on for

well ….at that time over 2 decades, but that is for another time. Dixon

IL, the REAL HOME of the Big Gipper.
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He finally realized how fucked he really was and the military wasn’t

going to show any mercy for his crimes but carry out tribunal

sentences with extreme prejudice. Thanks for all your seized cash

and assets you sonofabitch.

Yeah, I’d like to know what happens to that $149 million. I think it

should go to a fund to help the vax injured/dead and their

dependents or something like that.

Never take another vaccine shot. They don’t work. Vaccines were

created to CAUSE diseases, so big pharma could have more business.

So, take no more vax xhots, including Flu shots, Pneumonia shots,

etc. etc.

Seems we could’ve saved a ton of time and money by just dropping a

couple thermobarics on the Pfizer Moderna and J&J facilities back in

2020. Oops, I keep forgetting. We gotta wake up those stupid

normies first.

NO, they don’t have to be woken up first, that is just the BULLSHIT

NARRATIVE used for ” let it happen ” aspect of ” the plan “. People

in the ” know ” let this happen, this was a CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY

an ACT of TERRORISM and CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY , MASS

GENOCIDE of GLOBAL HUMANITY This could have been

PREVENTED , could have been MITIGATED , but IT was NOT.

You can’t just tell people stuff and expect them to remember it for a

long time, as in years or decades. You have to teach them and let

them experience things on their own, so they won’t be fooled again,

and they will pass the same information to their children and others.

Risking a few million lives to save several billion seems like an

unpleasant but necessary trade-off. You HAVE to teach how BAD the

bad guys really are. You can’t just tell people. We haven’t yet SEEN

all of it, so I am definitely reserving judgement until I see everything

they want us to see. I think it will be far worse than we imagine.
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Nobody writes by hand anymore, we have computers and tablets

now. At least some still use typewriters.

My presumptive diagnosis; suddenly died of reason unknown. That

seems to be what our experts, lying legacy media is promoting for

almost every death from the clot shot.

Whatever happened to him, it will save the cost of a tribunal and

hanging him. Goodbye to a really horrible person. I do not feel sorry

for the fit throwing douchebag. He probably had a heart attack from

screaming until he couldn’t breathe. It did him no good to think he

would be freed if he screamed and behaved like a little demon. Sorry

to be so cold….but this was for the best and also his appointed to

time to die. I hope he repented and asked God for

forgiveness….otherwise, he is right now in hell. All his ill gotten

money will do him no good there.

Cursing and drooling from DT and the shakes. She’s raging that

Paulie exposed her. Bet on it.

Mr. Baxter, WE need an update on when was Zients tribunal gonna

be. Can you Please report on what happened at Jeff Zients tribunal. I

was looking for the update on his arrest, and couldn’t find anything

else on him, other than when he was arrested. Was he awaiting his

tribunal? Did I miss it? Did you report on it?

JAG still hadn’t set a date for his tribunal. So, he never got one, and

never will, now.

JAG possibly has inside info Zients was going to be wacked, Oh yeah,

so JAG let it happen.

Looks like all deep stater never bothered to protected themselves

from being “suicided”/”arkansided” by their fellow cabals. They need

it to learn from Paul Pelosi.. records everything and use it as a

bargaining chip.. to procted themselves and families….. just in case
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Many of these DS lowlifes have been marked with a tracking device ,

RFIDs ,etc. so if these individuals need to be located for whatever

reason.

I wish we could implant RFID chips into these paedophiles and

incest offenders and child sex traffickers UPON ARREST AND

PROCESSING until trial and execution. If found not guilty, remove

the tech trackers. If found guilty, leave them in and mark them with

the hyrdogel trackers Bill Gates designed for us all for depop, until

their execution or life imprisonment

 
I VEHEMENTLY HATE RFID TRACKERS AND MOTB TECH IN

THE SHOTS, BUT FOR THE SEX OFFENDERS AND TRAITORS

I’LL MAKE AN EXCEPTION.

Well Nancy’s Covid financial schemes come to light and then Zients

gets his supper poisoned the very next day…. Hmmm….And he is the

“Covid Co-ordinator.” Yeah truth is stranger than fiction any day.

Someone at that prison is standing with an open hand to the DS. One

of their guards needs to go. That is obstruction, not to mention

murder.

Find the guards, check their financials and track the access and time

— the military have to have records as to when which guard visits

who at what time, even for meals. Then find plant someone in the

kitchen observing which cook uses which ingredients to get used in

the food.

Just watched the last 5 minutes 0f “pres” Zelen. addressing congress.

NB is there and it is just amazing that a clone can be created to

duplicate the pure ugliness and evil that this woman exudes. Truly- is

this possible. Inquiring minds need to know. lol

Gitmo was never a permanent residences, so it’s best not to waste the

time in trials where the evidences is solids. Find the bastards so we

can get more truths and save the hanging afterwards for the proofs in
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the movies. I’ve be filled my cabinets with corn kettles to be popped

with butters but again I am impatiently for the final segments into a

7 days movies during the ebs events

Good riddance to bad garbage. I suspect one of the pills in his

prescription bottle wasn’t for high blood pressure. Standard

equipment for Deep Staters these days I suppose. I guess he couldn’t

stand the thought that others would do to him what he loved doing to

others. Those who are used to being the planners and controllers of

other people’s fates often find it impossible to accept that others

would be in control of theirs. So maybe in his mind, when he knew he

couldn’t get out of this situation, it was better to do the job himself.

Just a thought….

Not sure about that…. Zients would have to have the pill bottle in his

possession to know which pill had the poison to kill himself, and he

didn’t have it on him. But the guards would have the pill bottle to

administer the pills to him as prescribed, not knowing which pill was

the poison.

 
Remember Hermann Goering took 20 pills a day, claiming it was for

his heart? He was a morphine addict since his injuries from the First

World War, and kept a hefty supply of the pills in his baggage plus

other drugs. At Nuremberg, prison director Col. Andrus wasn’t

having any of his crap, so he weaned the corpulent, arrogant, cross-

dressing field marshal’s 20-pill-a-day dosage one by one until he was

detoxed. Not only that, he lost 80 pounds and got slender. Goering

hated the strict, iron-willed, uncompromising Andrus and demanded

to get special treatment from Gen. Eisenhower due to Andrus taking

his meds away, but Andrus refused to capitulate. Hermann got wise

to the reduced doses from the guards brought to him with his meals,

and pitched a fit about it because he was on longer in control of his

meds. Too bad, Goering.

 

 


